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SPECIAL FEATURE
BACK TO BASICS
The biomedical sciences at Geisel

- Medicine’s basic foundation, by William Wickner, M.D.
- Patricia Ernst: From calico cats to cord blood
- Allan Gulledge: Philosophy on the brain
- Henry Higgs: A curious finding
- Yolanda Sanchez: Keeping the faith
- Ruth and Lilian Kabeche: Thinking independently, together
- Salvador Almagro-Moreno: Adapting to new habitats
- The scientists of tomorrow (and today): Undergraduate research at Geisel

FEATURES

LOOKING BACK AND MOVING FORWARD
Alumna Bonnie Henderson, M.D. (D’89, Med’93), asks Dean Souba about his first two years at the Medical School.

CELEBRATING GENEROSITY AND POSSIBILITY
A day of ceremony; A storybook visit; and “The meaning of a name,” by Donald Pease, Ph.D.

PARTNERS IN HOPE
By Amos Esty
In the 1980s, an unusual agreement between the State of New Hampshire and the Medical School’s Department of Psychiatry helped revolutionize the treatment of mental illness.

DEPARTMENTS

DISCOVERIES
- A smoking gun in adolescent health
- Improving the odds for children with HIV
- Effective, but not for every patient
- A team effort
- Rooting out a prion’s sidekick
- ... and more

WEB EXTRAS
Check out our online edition at dartmed.dartmouth.edu and all of the multimedia WEB EXTRAS for this issue at dartmed.dartmouth.edu/f12/we
Cover
Clinical advances begin with basic research. See page 32 for more on a few of the contributions made by Geisel scientists.